Abstract-We present a study of five different self-timed singlebit on-chip links implemented in 90 nm, 65 nm, and 45 nm process technologies. These include representative examples of Quasi Delay-Insensitive, single-track, ternary, and voltage-scaled links, as well as a link of our own design intended to minimize wire usage. We characterize the tradeoffs between throughput, energy, and area for planar wiring as well as 3D throughsilicon vias. We also describe our multi-objective optimization framework for exploring this parameter space.
I. INTRODUCTION
As technologies scale and power envelopes tighten, it is time to revisit the design of the humble single-bit on-chip link. Of course, designers will still use the highest bandwidth links within their energy and area budgets, but other considerations have grown in importance. Synchronous designers have long felt the additional constraints associated with clock distribution [1] , and asynchronous designers have seen a host of other issues arise as well, such as the need to pipeline long planar links [2] and variability-related problems [3] . Even the link wires themselves present design challenges.
Increasing system complexity has begun to put serious pressure on planar wiring resources [4] . At first glance, new process nodes and better back-end-of-line (BEOL) manufacturing have kept the problem mostly at bay. Unfortunately, while designers might have enough wires to meet connectivity requirements in all but the most wire-starved designs, the RC characteristics of the wires have not scaled with transistors. In order to keep shrinking BEOL features without dramatically increasing wire resistance, chip foundries have increased the cross-sectional height of wires. The resistance of long wires can no longer be ignored-the lumped capacitor model is no longer valid in deep-submicron technologies [5] . Furthermore, taller, more closely spaced wires have resulted in large coupling capacitance values, increased crosstalk, and decreased performance. Some designers of high-frequency systems have resorted to increasing planar wire spacing to decrease wiring capacitance and crosstalk, thereby preserving performance. Over-reliance on this technique can artificially increase pressure on wiring resources, especially for wide buses.
Regardless of bus width, wire spacing, or signaling protocol, the energy of intra-chip communication represents a non-trivial portion of total chip energy consumption [6] . Some projections show wide, cross-chip links consuming a hundredfold more energy in wire transitions alone than in computation [7] . One way to alleviate this problem is to move to 3D integration, for both energy [8] and performance [9] , as transmitting data interdie through a through-silicon-via (TSV) is lower in energy and delay than transmitting data through planar wires across a die. 3D integration has its own problems, such as variability [10] and thermal management [11] . However, for the purposes of this study we focus on the fact that TSV resources are quite limited in comparison with planar wire resources. TSV pitch is at least 1 μm and is often much larger, on the order of 25 μm [12] , well over tenfold the pitch of modern planar wiring.
Self-timed single-bit links are uniquely situated in this complex design space. While they are robust to delay variations, the encodings used incur additional overheads in transition counts and wiring resources-especially important in the TSV case. In comparison, synchronous links make efficient use of wiring resources but suffer from clock distribution and recovery problems. As such, the benefits they provide in comparison with self-timed links are largely dependent on usage case [13] .
In light of the pressures on planar and TSV wiring resources by today's asynchronous designers, we present an analysis of self-timed single-bit links. We evaluate representatives from the various classes of self-timed links on the metrics of throughput, energy per bit (token) transmitted, and circuit area. We also present our Single-Track Asynchronous Ternary Signaling (STATS) single-bit link design, which is a singlewire link intended for use in wire/TSV limited environments. However, evaluating each link type at a single point in the throughput/energy/area space is unfair, as factors such as transistor sizing, V DD , and circuit topology can easily change that point. As part of this work we present an optimization framework to obtain throughput/energy/area Pareto efficiency fronts. While this work focuses solely on self-timed singlebit links, multi-bit or even synchronous protocols are on our future-work road map. Table I shows the self-timed single-bit signaling protocols we chose to study, representative of the various classes of competing schemes. Figure 1 shows the wire transitions required for each to send the same token pattern. We provide a brief description of each protocol and justification for our choices below.
II. SINGLE-BIT SIGNALING PROTOCOLS
Other self-timed techniques, such as bundled data [14] and GaSP [15] , leverage traditional clock-based datapath elements like flip-flops and latches for pipelining. They generate "clock signals" for each pipeline stage locally, and amortize the cost of this control circuitry over the many bits of a wide datapath. We plan to revisit these techniques in a multi-bit study, which we believe is a more appropriate comparison space. We also omit link protocols which do not include any handshaking flow control, such as [16] . 
A. WCHB
The Weak-Conditioned Half Buffer (WCHB) [17] is a handshake reshuffling of the 4-phase dual-rail Quasi Delay-Insensitive [18] protocol, which we refer to as e1of2 (e for "enable", an inverted-sense acknowledge signal). While there are other possible reshufflings such as the PCHB and PCFB [17] used for logic, we chose the WCHB variant because the buffer implementation is small, simple, and fast. Of all the schemes we study in this paper, the e1of2 protocol is the most conservative. The other link types relax timing assumptions or use more aggressive signaling techniques (e.g. low swing, single track). Evaluating the WCHB allows us to compare the effects of those decisions on throughput, energy, or area. 
B. RQDI
The Relaxed Quasi Delay-Insensitive (RQDI) buffer design [19] implements a 2-phase, non-return-to-null (NRTN) protocol. It leverages a timing assumption already present in QDI circuits to reduce circuit complexity. We have implemented the LEDR [20] 2-phase encoding, although RQDI supports other 2-phase encodings. Our future multi-bit work will examine LETS [21] as well. We use RQDI to represent the state of the art in 2-phase, single-bit QDI links. 
C. ATLS
Asynchronous Ternary Logic Signaling (ATLS) [22, 23] is a 4-phase, QDI signaling protocol with a ternary delayinsensitive data encoding. This encoding compacts the dualrail data wires into a single wire. V DD encodes a true token, GND a false token, and 1 2 V DD represents the null state of the dual-rail encoding. The half-swing encoding reduces the energy cost of data rail transitions, which is attractive as a power saving measure but lowers static noise margins. The enable rail is still full-swing. ATLS simultaneously attacks the problem of limited wiring resources and power consumption, hence its inclusion in our study.
Our implementation of ATLS differs from the proposed circuits in [22] and [23] as the proposed ternary decoding structures have not scaled well into deep submicron technologies. As in the original proposed circuits, we assume a 1 2 V DD power supply is available and account for it in our power measurements. We use the circuits described in Section II-E to encode/decode the ternary data rail. Since ATLS as proposed does not include any pipelining, we use an additional WCHB buffer when necessary as a pipelining element.
D. STFB
The Single-Track Full Buffer (STFB) [24] is designed for throughput. It uses a 2-phase, return-to-null (RTN) protocol with no control wires. It is, however, dual-rail, using a total of two wires to transmit a single bit. An upgoing transition on the true (false) rail encodes a true (false) token, and a downgoing transition on the rail signals an RTN. The sending process is responsible for raising a rail and the receiving process is responsible for lowering it. The single-track timing assumption requires that the sender and receiver are not simultaneously driving the rail, to avoid shorting the chip power supplies across a link. 
E. STATS
Single-Track Asynchronous Ternary Signaling (STATS) is a single-track buffer template of our own design. The design goal was to reduce the total wiring resource requirements to a single wire. It combines the ternary encoding of ATLS with the 2-phase RTN, single-track handshake of STFB. To send a true (false) token, the sending process sets the wire to V DD (GND). The receiving process returns the state to null by driving the wire to 1 2 V DD . As with STFB, the single-track timing assumption requires that the sending and receiving process do not simultaneously drive the link.
To decode the ternary link, we use the pair of level shifter structures shown in Figure 5 . The cross-coupling ensures full rail-to-rail swing, minimizing static power dissipation. While the level shifters are fragile to pathological imbalances in pullup/pulldown network sizings, weakening the pullup/pulldown cross-coupled stacks with respect to their pulldown/pullup counterparts to a ratio of 1:2 is sufficient. Further increasing the drive strength disparity by changing transistor thresholds is recommended. The inverters and NAND gate should be sized to equalize load capacitances on nodes A, B, C, and D. The link is driven to V DD or GND by a single appropriatelysized pMOS or nMOS transistor, respectively, as shown in Figure 6 . A parallel combination of one or more of the circuits in Figure 7 returns the link to the null state at 1 2 V DD . We allow our analysis framework, described in Section III-B, to permute the combination and sizing of the RTN circuits to fully explore the tradeoff space.
• Passgate (Figure 7a ): This circuit drives the link to 1 2 V DD using the least energy, by connecting to the 1 2 V DD supply. It is the most conservative of the three, but also the slowest.
• Self-Invalidating Driver (Figure 7b ): The selfinvalidating driver is the most aggressive of the three designs, as it is essentially a full rail-to-rail transition interrupted halfway. While it offers the best slew-rate (a single RC time constant is more than a 
III. METHODOLOGY
We constructed a framework to evaluate the various link types described in Section II across a wide range of operating points. Links were studied in two contexts: on-chip planar communication, and 3D signaling through TSVs.
A. Link Simulation
We used SPICE simulation to determine the throughput and energy for each link type. Figure 8 shows the basic Device Under Test (DUT) for these simulations. The link DUT is a FIFO pipeline, implemented at the transistor level. It is driven by an environment that generates pseudorandom tokens as fast as the link can accept them.
The link DUT also includes a distributed RC interconnect model (planar wire or TSV). Planar wires of a given length may be broken up into several shorter wires by adding extra buffers as pictured. TSV links cannot be so divided, as there is no way to insert a buffer in the middle of a TSV. We discuss interconnect models in more detail in Section IV.
In our simulations, the environment communicates using e1of2, and the cost of conversion to the protocol used by the DUT is included as part of the energy and area costs of the link. This simulates a fully-asynchronous system where Fig. 8 . Link DUT, for both planar and TSV contexts. Double-headed arrows represent link channels (e.g. STFB); 3-wire channels from the environment are e1of2. "Link TX" and "Link RX" convert to and from the link protocol, respectively, while "Link Buffer" is a native buffer for the protocol.
computation is done with islands of 4-phase QDI logic and the links are used to shuttle data across planar links or TSVs [25] . This assumption penalizes 2-phase protocols, but it is generally accepted that 2-phase computation is unwieldy in comparison to 4-phase [26] (with the possible exception of STFB [24] ). Figure 9 shows the complete simulation harness. Since the environment source and sink are implemented in Verilog, we use two WCHBs to decouple the DUT from any digital boundary effects. The harness is designed to operate faster than the DUT, so that link throughput is governed primarily by the DUT itself and the RC characteristics of the interconnect. SPICE simulation harness for the DUT. Average frequency is measured using the right-side enable signal, and power dissipation is measured for the DUT alone using a dedicated power supply. ATLS and STATS buffers require an additional 1 2 V DD supply. In order to be fair, we allow RQDI, STFB, and WCHB links to run at a voltage lower than the harness V DD . To support this, we implemented pipelined level shifters based on the WCHB template, shown in Figure 10 . These are considered part of the environment, so they are not counted against the link energy and area. The usual protocol converters are still required in addition to these level shifters for non-e1of2 links.
B. Optimization Framework
The goals for our links are to maximize throughput, minimize energy dissipation, and minimize buffer silicon area. Because these measures are not independent, the solution to this multi-objective problem is a Pareto front of different buffer configurations situated in a three-dimensional tradeoff space between throughput, energy, and area.
To explore this space, we can apply multi-objective heuristic optimization algorithms. While heuristic optimization algorithms are not guaranteed to find the true Pareto front of Fig. 10 . WCHB Level Shifters. The C-elements have one low-swing input and one full-swing input. In the C-elements, the nMOS transistors connected to the low-swing input are LVT and sized double-width, and the pMOS transistors are HVT. All other transistors are standard VT. a given space, i.e. the globally optimal front, in practice a reasonable approximation can be obtained.
We chose the DEAP [27] toolkit and its implementations of the (μ + λ) genetic algorithm 2 (GA) [28] and the widely-used NSGA-II [29] population selection algorithm. NSGA-II-based genetic algorithms are designed to provide a well-distributed family of points along a Pareto front, allowing us to capture the engineering tradeoffs in the design space. Some commercial tools [30] converge to a near-globally-optimal Pareto front faster than NSGA-II-based algorithms, but the same result can be obtained by NSGA-II given enough design space samplestypically, a few thousand is sufficient, and we sample at least 2850 points in the space for each link. To find the Pareto front for each link design, we built the optimization tool shown in Figure 11 . Candidate link configurations are selected by DEAP, simulated, and evaluated based on relevant fitness criteria. Throughput and energy are measured using the SPICE harness described in Section III-A. Area is estimated as the total transistor area, i.e. the sum of W × L for all MOSFETs in the DUT. While this does not account for routing, etc., it provides a lower bound to make reasonable direct comparisons. Some link configurations may deadlock, send spurious tokens, violate dual-rail encodings, or present other failure modes. The environment checks for this and removes any failing configurations. All these evaluation results are fed back to DEAP and used to direct the selection of further candidate configurations.
It is worth noting that this optimization approach is not limited to on-chip links. The same general framework can be applied to any system with a parameterized configuration (genome) and a set of performance metrics (fitness). The specific configuration parameters selected by our tool depend on the link type being optimized, and are summarized in Table II . For all link types, the framework selects transistor sizes for the circuits. Transistor sizing is usually handled by convex optimization algorithms, but since we want to explore the multi-objective space we allow DEAP to choose sizing, from minimum transistor width up to 100 times minimum.
For the ternary link types (ATLS, STATS), the framework can alter the circuit topology by choosing which combination of RTN schemes to use (Figure 7 ). For the other types, it can voltage-scale the link as described in Section III-A. Finally, in the planar context our tool can vary the number of buffer stages used (Figure 8 ). We account for the area and energy consumed by multiple planar buffers, but not the additional pipeline slack they provide (which may or may not be desirable depending on the specific system).
IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
We evaluate each link on the metrics of throughput, energy per token, and planar buffer area. In order to definitively conclude that one link protocol is "better" than another on these metrics, the Pareto front of the better link must completely dominate the other front-the three dimensional surfaces of the fronts must not intersect. Intersecting surfaces imply that the links being compared are situationally better than one another.
The rest of this section is devoted to examining the throughput/energy/area tradeoff space. To present the data in the most readable format, we have chosen to show two-dimensional projections of the three-dimensional Pareto front, omitting the dominated points on each plot. The bottom right quadrant of each plot represents the most attractive link configurations, as we are trying to maximize throughput and minimize energy/area.
In this study we look at three different technology nodes: a low-power 90 nm bulk process, a low-power 65 nm bulk process, and a high-performance 45 nm Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) process. While we did not fabricate test structures in all three technologies, we were able to build WCHB and STATS planar links in our 90 nm process. We did not obtain isolated power measurements, but the SPICE-predicted frequency numbers for our test structures were within 7% of the actual silicon measurements. Since we have performed the same technology characterization steps for all three technologies when building our SPICE environments, we are reasonably confident in the simulation results presented in this section.
Our methodology does not directly account for robustness to noise or process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variation. We provide a qualitative analysis of these factors here, but a complete characterization is pending in our future work.
A. Planar Links
In our planar link simulations, we model wires using a 100-segment π-model with RC parameters obtained from extracted layout. It is vital to use distributed wire models when studying long links, in order to avoid unrealistically optimistic results [5] . As a concrete example: STATS transceivers sense the state of the wire locally to determine when to stop driving. A lumped wire model would yield misleading results, since sender and receiver observe the same voltage. In reality, charge relaxation across the wire means that the voltages may differ and the sender may stop driving too soon-this places a restriction on the maximum slew rate possible for a given wire length. Figure 12 shows the energy/throughput Pareto front for each buffer type in a 90 nm process. Each point in the front represents a different buffer configuration (transistor sizing, V DD , number of buffer stages, etc.). The relative merit of each link type is similar across process technology generations, so we omit the 65 nm and 45 nm plots for brevity. Our evaluation framework allows us to examine the configuration of each individual point on a Pareto front and uncover Pareto-frontwide trends. From Figure 12 , we can see that RQDI and STFB are more energy efficient than WCHB with only a few exceptions. This is unsurprising, as 2-phase protocols like RQDI and STFB expend less energy by halving the number of transitions on the RC link. STFB goes one step further by removing the acknowledge wire and the associated drive circuitry, offering additional energy savings. STATS and ATLS are almost completely dominated by the full-swing protocols (RQDI, STFB, and WCHB). The obvious conclusion for the designer is that ternary signaling is a poor choice for planar wiring, which essentially behaves like an RC lowpass network and limits the throughput of low-swing signals. This is borne out by the fact that the high-throughput Pareto-optimal points for RQDI, STFB, and WCHB all run at full V DD for all technologies, in spite of the capability to aggressively reduce V DD .
An added downside to ternary signaling is that the energy cost of voltage level conversion in ATLS and STATS is quite high, especially when replicated many times in a multi-hop link. The sharp increases in energy per token in Figure 12 represent the addition of more buffers on a planar link. Examining the trends across links, STFB and WCHB gradually increase the number of buffers on the link as throughput increases-more buffers driving shorter links allows for higher frequencies. Conversely, STATS and ATLS increase the number of buffers only if aggressive transistor sizing is unable to achieve additional throughput. Figure 12 demonstrates the much greater energy cost of adding buffers to a STATS or ATLS link compared to a similar addition for STFB or WCHB. RQDI also mainly uses transistor sizing to achieve higher throughput. The vertical jump in energy and area at the very highest throughputs represents the addition of more buffers when aggressive sizing is not enough. Figure 13 shows the area/throughput Pareto front for each buffer type in our 90 nm process. The aggressive sizing of STATS and ATLS buffers can be seen here-the almost 100 μm 2 increase in area around 400 MHz and 550 MHz represents the addition of a single ATLS or STATS buffer stage, respectively. STFB is best in area, as it has the lowest transistor count per buffer of any link.
As discussed in Section II-E, the Passgate RTN scheme is used for low-throughput, energy-efficient STATS and ATLS configurations, while the faster, more aggressive SelfInvalidating Driver is used in high-throughput links. For average throughput, a mix of these two schemes is used. The Shorted Inverter RTN scheme is only used for the highest throughput link configurations, where energy costs are already high.
As a general observation (that also holds for TSV links as seen in Section IV-B), ATLS is never optimal and almost always dominated by every other buffer. The link, as proposed by [22] , is more of a data encoding than an actual link design. While we improve some of the circuit designs as described in Section II-C, we still use WCHBs as a pipelining element. Including WCHBs in series adds extra transitions/cycle and power, adversely affecting throughput and energy. In an attempt to maximize the frequency, DEAP selected large transistor sizes, which makes ATLS look unattractive in area as well. A redesign of ATLS that combines the pipelining element with the encode/decode structures could improve its Pareto efficiency performance. Figures 14 and 15 show composite Pareto fronts across all technology nodes, for energy/throughput and area/throughput respectively. In other words, the curves on these plots represent the best buffers in that technology at each given operating point. In order to compare results across technology nodes, we scale link length by the technology feature size. Results presented below are for a link length of 20,000λ, equivalent to 1000 μm in a 90 nm technology. The results are consistent across technologies: STFB buffers are the most energy-and area-efficient for planar signaling across most of the range. At the very highest throughputs WCHB (and 45 nm RQDI) buffers continue to operate after STFB fails, but at a greatly increased cost in energy per token. This high energy is due to aggressive transistor sizings, reflected in extravagant area usage as shown in Figure 15 . From these results alone, STFB is the clear winner in the planar context for all but the most aggressive throughput targets. However, the single-track timing assumption makes STFB less robust than QDI buffers, as we discuss in Section IV-C. This presents a tradeoff to the designer between energy/area usage and ease of design. The additional cost of "robustness" is not prohibitive, as can be seen by comparing STFB against the QDI buffers (WCHB for high throughput, RQDI for lower) in Figures 12 and 13 . In the planar context, designers also have control over interconnect wire spacing, which has a direct effect on coupling capacitance. We found that a change from minimum to sparse spacing (twice minimum) chiefly impacted energy per token. For brevity, we report the average energy improvements at a given frequency for each link in Table III , as opposed to including additional Pareto fronts. Note that this table does not capture the additional benefits of reduced crosstalk due to the increased spacing. For most link/technology parings, the results shown in Table III are as expected. To first order, wire resistance remains constant with increased wire spacing while coupling capacitance decreases. This decrease in capacitance leads to lower 1 2 CV 2 energy dissipation. Strangely, the sparse wiring energy increases for STATS and ATLS. The root cause of this energy increase is that for high-throughput link configurations, DEAP selects more highly pipelined links. As an example, in 45 nm, the fastest running ATLS and STATS configurations divided the planar wiring into 10 sections for the sparse wire spacing case, and only 5-6 for the minimum spacing case.
In order to implement single-track timing (sender and receiver must not drive a wire simultaneously), STATS inspects the local voltage to determine when to cut off the driving transistors. If the interconnect resistance is high relative to its capacitance (as in sparse wiring), the buffer may see the local voltage change and turn off before moving enough charge to resolve the state transition at the remote end of the wire. This tends to favor shorter wires with more buffers, leading to greater energy consumption. High-throughput ATLS configurations use the fast Self-Invalidating Driver, which has the same property.
B. TSV Links
To simulate 3D links between stacked dies, we use the TSV model from [12] , modified to have distributed rather than lumped RLC components. It represents a 20 μm diameter copper TSV with 25 μm pitch in a digital process. We also model coupling capacitance to Manhattan neighbor TSVs. TSV fabrication is usually a separate step from the rest of the CMOS process and scales at a different rate, so we use the same TSV model for all process technologies in this study.
Because TSV pitch is much larger than the standard via pitch, we assume that TSVs are a scarce resource. As a result, we report throughput per-TSV below (by scaling using wire counts from Table I ). This penalizes buffers that require more wires to send a single bit of data. Figures 16 and 17 show the energy/throughput and area/throughput Pareto fronts in a 90 nm process for each buffer type communicating vertically through a TSV link. Since buffers in each technology must drive the same TSV structure, reported buffer area is not scaled as it was for the planar results. In the TSV context, STATS is a strong contender due to its efficient use of TSV resources. Furthermore, TSVs have high capacitance but low resistance compared to planar wires, due to the sheer amount of conductive material. This environment approaches the ideal lumped capacitance case where a low-swing link such as STATS excels-theoretically, a half-swing protocol would expect to see 4x savings in 1 2 CV 2 switching energy. In practice, the ternary conversion energy cost cuts into this savings, but STATS is more attractive in energy/throughput-per-TSV than all other links save STFB.
An interesting phenomenon is the sharp energy increase for WCHB buffers in Figure 16 around 400 MHz. Examining the link configurations that straddle this increase revealed essentially identical configurations save for one gate: the Figure 2 ) for the Link RX unit (shown in the TSV DUT section of Figure 8 ). The higher-energy configuration was a maximal sizing of this inverter, whereas the lower-energy point was a minimal sizing of the same inverter. This phenomenon is present in all three technologies. It occurs in the planar case as well: the slight discontinuity in WCHB energy per token seen in Figure 12 around 800 MHz displays the same jump in driver sizing. There are other effects at work in the planar case (e.g. number of planar buffers), but the trend is still noticeable.
While further investigation is warranted, this suggests two Pareto efficient operating regimes for the WCHB link. In the first mode, throughput is unaffected by a slow transition on the enable signal-the link is not token-hole-limited. At some throughput threshold, however, the system becomes tokenhole-limited and a fast acknowledge transition (with associated energy cost) is required to see further improvement. Examination of the dominated points in the DEAP runset revealed that DEAP had tried many similar configurations, more or less holding all other parameters constant and varying the sizing of the L.e inverter across the range of allowable sizings-in other words, this phenomenon is quite unlikely to be an artifact of the heuristic optimization algorithm. Intuitively, a small increase in the inverter sizing would offer negligible throughput gains with an energy penalty. Conversely, a downsizing of a maximal inverter would penalize throughput without much benefit to energy. Furthermore, it is likely that an algorithm that sizes transistors based on their electrical environment alone would not have discovered these two operating regimes. Such an algorithm would have sized the L.e inverter to drive the large TSV capacitance and missed out on the low-energy WCHB configurations.
A cross-technology examination of TSV links, plotted in Figures 18 and 19 , is slightly more complicated than the planar scenario. We use the same TSV structure across all technologies, so the electrical characteristics of the physical link remain constant while the transistors shrink. This leads to STFB failure (described in Section IV-C) and its disappearance from the Pareto front after 90 nm.
Measured on a throughput/TSV basis, STATS (which uses only one TSV) dominates. The QDI buffers (RQDI, WCHB) are penalized due their 3-wire interface, but also appear on the Pareto fronts at low throughput/TSV. Examining silicon area ( Figure 19 ) instead of energy per token, WCHB (not RQDI) is the smallest for low per-TSV throughput, for similar reasons to the planar case. The other rankings are the same as for energy.
C. Link Failures and Reliability
In addition to throughput, energy, and area, we record the failure rate of individual configurations selected by DEAP. These statistics are reported in Table IV for planar and TSV links across our three process technology nodes. As discussed in Section III, we verify that links send tokens correctly and do not deadlock. Failures are typically due to poorly-sized transistors driving large RC loads, since DEAP can choose sizes at random. Roughly speaking, these failure rates provide information about how easy a link is to design and how robust it is to sizing variation. While a significant amount of additional work is required to quantify link robustness, we believe the failure rate is of use in building an intuitive understanding of a link's timing assumptions and relative design difficulty. STATS has the highest failure rates of all buffer types in planar and the second highest in the TSV context. This is not surprising, as STATS combines both ternary encoding and the single-track timing assumption to achieve its single-wire goal, and each of these techniques reduce reliability compared to a delay-insensitive link.
Ternary decoders ( Figure 5 ) are particularly sensitive to sizing variations, and their failure prevents the buffer from sensing the link state correctly. Even an accurate but slow decoder may cause link failure, for example by causing a SelfInvalidating RTN Driver (Figure 7b ) to overshoot 1 2 V DD . This impacts the failure rates of both STATS and ATLS.
As discussed in Section IV-A, single-track timing can cause STATS to fail if the interconnect resistance is too high (planar wiring). This is less of an issue in the high-capacitance, low-resistance TSV context, so we see correspondingly lower failure rates in Table IV . ATLS, RQDI, and WCHB do not suffer from this problem, due to the QDI timing of their handshake. Reasonably slow transitions are acceptable, as they will be not be acknowledged until the receiving end can resolve the wire state.
STFB uses an even more aggressive single-track timing assumption. The STATS level shifter structures offer a better inspection of the wire state due to hysteresis, whereas the link wire directly drives the STFB handshaking logic as seen in Figure 4 . As a result, STFB has simpler circuits and better throughput, but at the expense of robustness. The traces shown in Figure 20 were selected from the fastest five STFB and STATS TSV link configurations in 90 nm. The STFB true and false rails do not complete full-swing transitions. Examining the figure, it takes at least two tokens traversing a link (and driving the link pulldown network) to return the wire state to GND. In contrast, STATS transitions cleanly between V DD , 1 2 V DD , and GND because it inspects the voltage before cutting off the transistors driving the wire.
In short, STFB is releasing the pull-up network and pulldown networks too early. Large capacitances exacerbate this problem. Because the TSV RC characteristics in our model do not scale with technology-we assume they are separately fabricated-but transistor switching speed does, the timing margins become progressively worse for STFB with each smaller technology. This is reflected in the increased number of failing configurations, shown in Table IV , and the complete failure of STFB to drive the TSV link in 45 nm. One side effect of this timing failure is that STFB becomes a de facto low-swing signaling protocol, which artificially improves its energy efficiency. While this is certainly not without merit, it comes at the cost of noise margins and robustness. While we do not model noise sources, the STFB traces shown in Figure 20 are more susceptible to noise than a full-swing signal would be. Note that ternary encodings (ATLS, STATS) also have reduced noise margins compared to a full-swing signal.
V. CONCLUSION
We studied five self-timed single-bit signaling protocols with widely varied properties (timing assumption, wire count, voltage swing), including our proposed STATS single-wire link design. We developed a multi-objective optimization tool to evaluate the performance (throughput, area, and energy per bit) of these protocols for both traditional planar wiring and 3D inter-die communication using TSVs.
Pareto front analysis is a powerful framework for evaluating competing objectives. From this study, we draw several conclusions useful for circuit designers. For planar links, STFB offers the best performance across the range of process technologies studied, though its tight timing requirements do not cope well with non-ideal wires. WCHB is also a good choice, trading some energy and area for increased robustness. STATS performs poorly with planar wiring but makes efficient use of scarce TSV resources, and is a good match for TSV electrical characteristics.
Future work will include a quantitative approach to characterizing signaling protocol robustness, especially for singletrack and ternary links. We also plan to expand our analysis to include multi-bit links.
